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Abstract:-This paper presents a new operating system that is a web based operating system for mobile phones. This type of 
operating system deals with internet. Mainly it fully works on internet .If we see there are many O.S such as windows, 
android, symbian, etc .This O.S is mainly connected to its own server which contains all the user information. This O.S 
demands that all our personal details and data are saved on server .It is a user friendly operating server and is also very handy 
.In this OS, the user has to create a account on the server provided by C.K, like other O.S. This account is completely secure 
from hacking and other cyber crimes such as Google is providing .The user should provide all his/her information including 
contact ,image ,emails, social networking sites etc..Basically all the user information is saved on the server security. This 
OS[C.K]provide a better, handy user friendly and fast, smart phones for today’s generation. Taking into consideration the 
upcoming 4g generation with greater internet connectivity and speed, C.K provides better internet uploading facilities. 
 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Operating System 
O.S shortens for Operating System. Now a day many 
operating systems are available in the market, such as 
Android, Windows, and Symbian etc. operating 
system handles and manages all the ongoing 
applications on the phone. Hence OS is the heart of 
the mobile phone. 

 
Fig (I): Account opening on the server for C.K. 

 
Therefore we introduce a new web based OS C.K. So 
C.K. is a OS completely working on the internet. In 
other OS such as Androids and Windows, the OS 
demands on the account of specified sites. Android 
requires an account on Gmail whereas Windows 
demands an account on the Microsoft. Similarly, our 
OS demands a user account on the server, provided 
by C.K. for the initialization of the user account, the 
user must provide all the necessary basic information 
including contacts, emails, social networking sites,  
profile pictures etc, which will be securely updated 
and saved on the servers .As the number of user using 
C.K mobile phones increases ,the the number OS user 
on the server also increases. Thus a community can 
be formed on the server which will connect many OS 
users on a single server .Thus the people on the  

 
community can interact with each other without using 
the applications such as what’s app ,line ,etc .But our 
C.K will provide these applications also to interact 
the C.K user with other OS. IN CASE OF LOSE OF 
INTERNET CONNECTION & CONNECTIVITY 

 

 

 
Fig.1.0- User being able to continue his game even after the 

connection to the internet has been lost. 
 
Whenever the user is unable to connect the internet 
and the user demands to see his videos ,images ,etc,in 
such a case or OS allows the user to see his videos, 
images ,etc, which were saved in the hard disk i.e. 
memory card .Only the user cannot enjoy the 
entertainment stuff which were saved in the account 
.Thus only the videos ,images which were saved in 
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cache memory can be enjoyed .This is similar to  the 
XBOX provided by the Windows OS.  Eg ..Xbox 
provides multiplayer while online and single player 
while offline Similarly C.K also enables the user to 
update his personal entertainment stuff when there is 
no internet connection. 
 
II. SERVER CONNECTIVITY 
 
Taking into the consideration android operating 
system, various companies such as HTC provides a 
drop box facility which enable the user to store 
his/her images and other entertainment stuff . 
similarly , C.K also provides a airdrop facility were 
the user can update all his messages and mails and 
other important stuffs .This airdrop will be linked 
with the account created by the user at the time of 
initializing the C.K operating system .This enables 
the updating of all the personal information of the 
user along with his work documents. 
 
III. NEW THIS ABOUT THIS  
 
For example, whenever the user capture a image with 
the help of his/her cell phone camera, two copies of 
the image will be generated. One of the copy will be 
saved in the memory as usual and the other image 
copy will be synchronise to the airdrop provided by 
the C.K server. Similarly, any video, music file or pdf 
or any document will be saved in the airdrop without 
any trouble caused to the user. 
 
IV. ADVANTAGE 
 
i. Many times we see, memory card gets 
corrupt during the insertion or ejection process. Due 
to this what happens, all the data on the card is lost 
leaving the user in utter despair. That is exactly were 
C.K comes in .The data or file (Documents) which 
were saved on the memory card were also 
synchronise to server airdrop facility. Thus, a backup 
has already been created by the C.K operating server 
unknown to the user. Hence, the user can avail his 
data or documents on C.K airdrop facility after 
inserting memory card through his account created 
during the initialization of the account. So it is 
beneficial to the user seen as per the informational 
matters. This process has a base from Google drive. It 
also works somewhat on same process. It just helps 
us to manage our Microsoft office files such as 
Microsoft word, Microsoft excel etc. So any work 
you do on it, it automatically gets synchronise on 
Google server. So, similar techniqueis being used in 
our OS, C.K. This enables the user to maintain his or 
her data on the server and also make useful changes 
to the data.  
 
2.           Battery Usage 
A. 

 
B. 

 
C. 

. 

 
Fig 3.3: 

As the user uses many of  the application one after 
the another the application which is on the back 
screen is going on means we are just providing 
multitasking means one application gets going on 
when other application is been used. So we provide 
multitasking facility for betterment of the user as at a 
time he can use no. of applications .But there is a 
disadvantage in this thing .This causes disintegration 
in hardware of the mobile. Elaborating this 
disadvantage if we go on using application one by 
one the processor gets used in running it and for 
accessing it ram is been used this causes 
disintegration of ram and for working of this battery 
is been used so this also causes in disintegration of 
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battery and at last results in hardware problem of 
mobile which is the main problem of today’s android 
smart phones. So they are incapable of giving high 
battery backup. Here C.K OS plays an important role 
.We give special conditions for the user .Means we 
provide multitasking under some conditions that does 
not cause disintegration of any of the part of mobile 
phone. So the main concept behind this is that ram 
will do multitasking of apps but at a certain time till 
the ram does not get halfly filled as soon as 50% of 
ram gets filled then an alert message will pop on the 
screen to close the unused apps ,but then also if user 
ignores it then from that point onwards the 
applications running behind will get paused means 
any of the web page is been upload on browser 
behind gets paused at that point and if u go again to 
that window you will find it paused at the same 
position you left behind and process start again from 
same point. Similarly shown in figure 3.3.And again 
user uses no. Of application without closing the 
unused or paused applications and the ram gets 80 to 
90% filled then the ram as per the priority will closed 
the unclosed, paused applications one by one so it 
will not harm the ram and it will not cause in 
disintegration of  battery as well as any of the 
hardware of mobile and it will give maximum battery 
backup .Describing it we are giving such a facility  
that user can use multitasking but upto some of the 
extent as it will not cause its destruction but causes its 
refurbishment of mobile phone. The battery saver 
option in OS [C.K] will provide the cell phone with 
such facility like whenever the screen gets locked the 
connection of the cell phone such as data connection , 
wifi connection, any of the down –loadings ,browsing 
gets stop .So that the processor should not been used 
to do such type of things and the battery will not get 
used simultaneously, it will provide long lasting 
battery backup. 
 
1. Lost and Don’t forget 
As per heading if now your smartphone gets lost and 
you are not ossupied with any of the mobile tracker 
application so their neither 10% chances of getting 
your mobile back. But in C.K this is not the end as 
the mobile phone is fully dependent on net and your 
created id so if the mobile is stolen then whenever he 
will switch on the phone he should connect to net and 
at this time C.K will track the personal IMEI no. Of 
the phone and tell the exact position and their will be 
no loss of any of your precious phone.  
 
V. HARDWARE. 
 
Every operating server requires a perfect hardware 
base for its efficient working. This is the main 
disadvantage of the android OS because android has 
sold its patent to all companies. The companies use 
the patent system according to their flexibility and 
costing. This leads to the disintegration of the android 
OS. This all leads accordingly to the disadvantage of 

the android operating server. This is exactly where 
C.K beats other OSs. To run the C.K. OS, only the 
hardware provided by the server is required. Even 
though C.K is run on any phone, then also the 
hardware, which makes the C.K. OS run or execute 
its application, should be the one provided by the C.K 
server. This ensures the safety and security of the 
hardware. Also it protects the OS from getting 
corrupt and also does not lead to the degradation of 
the OS and ensures efficient working of the C.K OS.  
So providing the C.K OS demands the following 
hardware requirements 
 
1. Processor 
A processor makes all the applications run smoothly 
and efficiently. The C.K OS demands only intel atom 
processor.  

 
Fig 3.0: INTEL ATOM Processor 

 
The reason behind this is whenever the user starts the 
mobile, the phone gets connected to the internet, the 
page requested gets downloaded at the cache 
memory. This cache memory is a temporary memory 
which downloads the current running pages. More is 
the cache memory, faster is the internet running 
capacity. This is where the INTEL ATOM 
PROCESSOR helps the C.K OS. Because the INTEL 
ATOM PROCESSOR provides double cache 
memory leading to the fast and efficient running of 
the web browser and when IAP coupled with C.K 
OS, gives lighting fast internet surfing as well as no 
time lag for running of applications. This is exactly 
where C.K OS beats other OS, due to the fast internet 
surfing and efficiency in handling. 
 
RAM 
 
RAM shortens for Random Access Memory.RAM is 
a form of computer data storage..A random-access 
device allows stored data to be accessed directly in 
any random order. RAM is a very important feature 
regarding mobile phones which helps in multitasking. 
The C.K OS demands RAM of minimum DDR2, 
1GB specification. The reason behind this is that, 
DDR2, 1GB RAM benefits for multitasking 
applications. The user can answer his mails, play 
games, watch videos, whats app his contacts all at the 
same time. The DDR2 SD RAM also provides speed 
as well as efficiency in handling. 
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DDR2-SD RAM 

 
Fig 3.1: DDR2-SD RAM 

 
Double Data Rate Synchronous Dynamic Random 
Access Memory. This surpasses the DDR and itself is 
surpassed by DDRs. DDR2-SD RAM provides the 
user with memory clock frequency of 100 MHz, 
ensuring internet speed. DDR2-SD RAM also has a 
transfer rate of 3200 MB /s, ensuring greater 
downloading speed and better page loading speed.  
 
GPU 
Graphical Processing Unit which enables the user to 
run the graphic based applications. This particular 
unit with holds the graphic card which ensures the 
smooth functioning of various graphic based games 
as well as applications. Also it handles various menu 
transactions graphics. The C.K OS demands TEGRA 
GPU of 256 MB capacity which suits perfectly for 
the C.K OS. 
 
Camera 
The camera is also one of the most feature in the 
hardware part of the mobile phones C.K provides 
8MP camera with zeiss wide-angle lenses .This lenses 
give vibrant pictures even in dimmest light C.K also 
provide a front camera of 3MP with wide angle 
lenses .These lenses allows to take perfect group 
pictures in a single shot and have a video call too.  
 
Battery 

 
Fig 3.2: 2800 mA Battery 

 
The entire mobile phone applications, games, videos, 
etc are completely dependent on the battery used for 

the mobile phones. Therefore the battery used should 
be of greater capacity. The C.K OS demands a battery 
of capacity 2800 mA (minimum). This ensures an 
efficient and a smooth working of all the applications. 
Such a strong battery ensures it's working for a long 
period of time even during multitasking of various 
applications. 
 
Screen 
Screen is the main contribution to the cell phones. A 
user first looks at the screen of the mobile, hence 
mobile phones are made with high quality screens 
that support high resolution videos and gaming. There 
are many different types of screens that are available 
in the market. So our OS, C.K not only requires a 
good quality screen with high resolution but one that 
also saves up the battery life of the mobile phone for 
the user. Recently, SONY has been using Bravia 
engine for its screen, which gives an excellent quality 
for the display. Such a screen has been applied to 
LCD and LED technologies, which has a tremendous 
clarity and picture quality which make, playing high 
resolution videos and seeing images or playing 
games, a great experience. Other screens that are 
available in the market are Gorilla Glass 2, Amole 
display etc, which also give good viewing experience. 
Hence AMOLED capacitive touch screen with 
corning Gorilla Glass 2 is to be used for the mobile 
phones using our OS, C.K to give the best result, as 
this screen can provide Pure motion HD and videos 
too. 
 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 
 
Concluding this paper, we now reach the main point, 
that is, the proposition of a new web based OS(C.K) 
whose offline use age of system makes it better than 
the other OSs for e.g. Android, windows, IOS etc, by 
the offline uses of C.K, the ongoing online process 
can be continued even after losing the connection due 
to preloading. C.K uses the INTEL ATOM 
PROCESSOR for fast and efficient running of the 
internet, which results in no time lag for the running 
of applications, giving it advantage over the other 
phones. Internet surfing greatly reduces the battery 
charge, but C.K uses a strong 2800mA battery for 
efficient and long running of the phones even during 
multitasking. Also the server is reliable because the 
data saved in the server is secured. C.K also uses 
DDR2-SD RAM which enables the user to run 
several applications smoothly without any lagging. 
Our OS uses AMOLED capacitive Gorilla Glass2 
screen which provides the best result of viewing 
experience to the user. Therefore making C.K an 
easy, flexible, high-tech yet user friendly OS. This 
OS can change overlooking of the smart phones, 
means all our data is being saved safely in a highly 
secured server. This ensures the user that his data is 
not being corrupted by virus or any other means. This 
OS gives the opportunity to the user to synchronous 
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each and every data in the server. So the main thing is 
that the user has transferred from a offline to an 
online OS, which makes him to use his smart phone 
very flexibly. 
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